Books about Dragons

A Dragon’s Best Friend (Doc McStuffins) by Sheila Sweeny Higginson (Disney)

Dragons Love Tacos by Adam Rubin

Waking Dragons by Jane Yolen

Fire Trucks vs. Dragons by Chris Barton

Dragon was Terrible by Kelly DiPucchio

The Cow Who Climbed a Tree by Gemma Merino

How to be Friends with a Dragon by Valeri Gorbachev

The Dragon and the Nibblesome Knight by Elli Woollard

Zog and the Flying Doctors by Julia Donaldson

East Dragon, West Dragon by Robyn Eversole

Franklin’s Flying Bookshop by Jen Campbell

One Drowsy Dragon by Ethan Long

Franklin and the Luna go to the Moon by Jen Campbell

The Paper Bag Princess by Robert N Munsch

Oh So Brave Dragon by David Kirk